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In 2007, Major League Soccer (MLS) became the ﬁrst major professional sports
league in the USA to allow individual franchises to sell advertising space on
their game jerseys. While these shirt sponsorships are considered the norm in
international soccer, in the US game uniforms are considered ‘sacred space’ free
from the increasingly commercialized American sports landscape. Team owners
and sports writers have given their opinions – the former arguing they are a
necessity for increasing revenue, the latter arguing they represent a dangerous
commoditization of sports – yet, little attention has been paid to the opinions of
sports fans. To address this, an exploratory survey was conducted to assess fan
reactions to shirt sponsorships in MLS, how these ads are affecting fan behaviours, and whether or not fans believe these ads to be starting a trend for other
sports to follow. Preliminary results found no strong negative opinions about the
presence of jersey advertisements, and respondents – soccer fans, sports fans
and non-fans – showed support for shirt sponsorship if it helped keep games
affordable and/or helped teams stay competitive. These results are discussed in
greater detail, along with implications for more theoretical approaches to understanding the effect of shirt sponsorships on sports fans.

Introduction
Historically, outside of NASCAR (National Association of Stock Car Auto Racing)
fans would never see an advertisement on the uniform of a top-level professional
sports team in the USA. All that changed in 2007, when Major League Soccer
(MLS) allowed teams to begin selling large ads on the front of jerseys (shirt sponsorships). MLS shirt sponsorship has been perceived to be a solid strategy for sponsors to build awareness and generate publicity that generates signiﬁcant returns on
investment.1 Moreover, shirt sponsorships generate $1–$5 million annually for individual MLS teams.2 While shirt sponsorship contributes to team revenues, what
affect does it have on the fan? Lukas contends that advertisements on uniforms violate a ‘sacred’ space in American sport that should be kept uncluttered by commercialism.3 While shirt sponsorships provide economic help to pro sports teams, how
do they affect the fan experience? The intent of this study is to examine attitudes of
soccer fans, sports fans and non-fans about the extent to which they approve of
shirt sponsorships in MLS. It seeks to understand if attitudes about shirt
*Corresponding author. Email: rjensen@ashland.edu
ISSN 1466-0970 print/ISSN 1743-9590 online
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sponsorship are correlated with fan avidity, the amount and type of sports media
people consume, and the extent to which they attend sports events and buy team
merchandise. We ﬁrst explore a brief history of shirt sponsorship. Next, we establish the study’s research questions (RQ). Then we conduct a study, report the results
and discuss ﬁndings.
Shirt sponsorships and MLS
In 2007, MLS challenged a long-standing American tradition that did not allow for
professional sports teams to use shirt sponsorships on jerseys worn during games.4
Since the league was founded in 1996, MLS had been selling small ads and the
backs of jerseys and shorts to such sponsors as Sierra Mist and Budweiser and
divided the revenue from these ads equally among the teams. However, in the 2007
season MLS empowered each club to sell large advertisements on the front of jerseys worn during games (see Table 1 for complete list of MLS shirt advertisers).
Corporations have paid as much as $20 million for the jersey rights to Seattle
Sounders FC5 and as high as $25 million to sponsor the Toronto FC jersey.6
For the MLS, ads on jerseys not only expand the league’s revenue portfolio, but
also serves as a heuristic that professional soccer in the USA is becoming more like
its prestigious international counterparts. In England, for example, the practice of
selling large ads on uniforms dates back to the 1970s when the Kettering Football
Club began wearing jerseys that were sponsored by Kettering Tyres.7 Since that
team, nearly every international football league encourages shirt sponsorships as a
sign of prestige and as a signiﬁcant revenue source8 MLS marketing ofﬁcial David
Wright said
I can’t speak as to whether or not (ads on uniforms) will become something accepted
in other sports, but I can speak to the global nature of (soccer) and to the history that
brands had with some of the world class teams. It makes sense for us.9

Along a similar line, Doug Quinn of MLS’ Soccer United Marketing said that shirt
sponsorships are ‘the industry standard in the soccer business’ and that the USA is
‘the only market in the world where sports marketing doesn’t include jersey sponsorships’.10
Table 1. Current MLS teams and their shirt advertisers, as of 2009–2010 season.
Team

Shirt sponsor

Chicago Fire
Chivas USA
Columbus Crew
DC United
Houston Dynamo
Los Angeles Galaxy
Real Salt Lake
New York Red Bulls
San Jose Earthquakes
Seattle Sounders
Toronto FC
Colorado Rapids
Kansas City Wizards

Best Buy
Comex, Extra
Glidden
Volkswagen
Amigo Energy
Herbalife
XanGo
Red Bull
Amway Global
X-Box 360
BMO
[No sponsor]
[No sponsor]
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Shirt sponsorships allow MLS corporate partners an attractive media platform to
reach MLS fans. Within this growing fan base, speciﬁc target audiences have been
identiﬁed as particularly attractive to advertisers. One example of this fan base is
Hispanics, which have been targeted by MLS teams as a speciﬁc audience of interest. Electronics megastore Best Buy sponsors the Chicago Fire jersey to build ties
with Hispanics, and replicas of the jersey worn by Mexican legend Cuauhtemoc
Blanco are best-sellers.11 Volkswagen sponsors the DC United jersey because many
of team’s fans are Hispanic and the automaker has a strong presence in markets in
Latin America.12
MLS franchises have also used shirt sponsorships to develop broader partnerships. For the New York franchise, corporate shirt sponsorship is a logical extension
of how the club is organized and branded – Red Bull owns the team and the stadium (Red Bulls Arena), and its logo adorns the front of the club’s jersey.13 Amigo
Energy, the Houston Dynamos shirt sponsor, supports a training academy in South
Texas to develop new talent,14 while Xango, which sponsors the jersey front of
Real Salt Lake, built the team’s practice ﬁeld near the company headquarters.15
Perhaps the primary reason for these shirt sponsorships – and their greatest marketing appeal – is that the corporate name and logo are visible every time a fan follows the action. Real Salt Lake Chief Executive Ofﬁcer Dave Checketts explains
that the value of the shirt advertisement is that ‘you can’t stop the action in soccer’.16 Shirts sponsorships are front and centre not only during MLS game action
(which includes watching a game live in person or on television, but also during
MLS game recaps and other sports shows in replay), but also on MLS replica shirts
and other merchandise. This product placement – often times, the corporate logos
are larger than the actual team logos or crests – is speciﬁcally designed to make it
easier for fans to associate teams with sponsors.
Shirt sponsorship in other American team sports
Corporate advertising on jerseys has a historical precedence in professional soccer,
but it is not a widespread phenomenon in other US leagues. However, smaller and
upstart professional leagues have looked to shirt sponsorship as a viable revenue
stream, and have found an audience with corporations willing to invest in their
product. The Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA) put the McDonald’s
golden arches logo on team jerseys for 15 games in 2008,17 and has since allowed
individual teams to sell sponsorships; three WNBA franchises have done so.18
Shirt sponsorship has tentatively caught on with the more popular, traditional
American professional sports leagues, although these advertisements have yet to be
featured during in-season competition. Nine teams in the National Football League19 and four teams in the National Basketball Association20 sell large ads on their
jerseys used in practices open to the public. Major League Baseball allowed the
Boston Red Sox to wear the logo of EMC (a global computing company) on
batting helmets when they opened the 2008 season in games played in Japan –
Japanese baseball teams feature advertising conspicuously on their uniforms – and
considered selling ads on the bases to promote a Spiderman movie before fans
voiced their frustration and the plan was scrapped.21 In 2008, the National Hockey
League (NHL) considered selling large ads on the jerseys of goaltenders worn during games, but the plan was never enacted despite having support from prominent
NHL players such as New Jersey Devil’s goaltender Martin Brodeur.22
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For many American sports purists, the idea that professional sports teams are
resorting to featuring ads on uniforms is a sign that commercialism is making further unwanted inroads into the sports landscape. This viewpoint is expanded on by
Janoff23 who explains that for many sports fans, the team or city name on the front
of a jersey is sacred ground. Historically, American professional sports teams have
featured the name of the club and/or the city or state the team is located in on its
jerseys. Lukas24 explains that this tradition stems from sports franchises as ‘civic
entities’ that represent our hometowns. Brennan25 commented that when the Phoenix Mercury of the WNBA sold their shirt sponsorship to Lifelock, the team was
essentially selling its local identity. A sportswriter in Seattle warned that the WNBA
was setting a trend that might spread to other sports, and wrote:
I shudder to think the Seahawks jersey could someday bear Honda across the front.
I’m not eager to see the Mariners become billboards for Bank of America … The last
advertising frontier is the front of the jersey.26

Deford followed up on this line of reasoning, commenting:
We knew it was going to happen someday in the United States – the dam has been
broken and a team in the WNBA, the Phoenix Mercury, is going to wear uniforms
that don’t say Phoenix or Mercury but tout a commercial product. So only expect
more clutter down on the American ﬁeld.27

Central RQ
It is apparent that corporate commercialism is making further inroads into American
team sports, but an unresolved issue is whether selling shirt sponsorships will affect
fans’ attitudes about professional soccer in the USA. While anecdotal arguments
have been presented for (in the case of sports marketers, professional sports owners,
and others on the business side of sports including the players) or against (in the
case of sports pundits and historians) the increased convergence of sports and marketing, surprisingly little empirical attention has been given to perhaps the largest
stakeholder: the fans. To this end, our study is designed to take an exploratory look
and how soccer fans, sports fans and non-fans might react to shirt sponsorships.
Five RQ are proposed that look at fan’s general response to MLS shirt sponsorships, conditions under which fans might support such sponsorships, the perceived
inﬂuences of shirt sponsorships on fan behaviours and sponsor dispositions and the
assertion that MLS is starting a trend to be followed by other sports. All of these
questions were further studied with regard to different types of sports fans. Each
research question is outlined below:
RQ1: Are there differences in how respondents (who self-identiﬁed as soccer fans,
sports fans who are not soccer fans, and non-sports fans) view the effect of MLS
jersey ads?

While many sports writers and owners have opinions about the MLS shirt sponsorship, it is illogical to assume that fans share a homogeneous set of attitudes, beliefs
and behaviours with regard to MLS shirt sponsorship. For example, it makes sense
that soccer fans28 – as they are accustomed to the placement of shirt ads on jerseys
in other soccer leagues – would respond favourably to MLS jersey ads as
representative of the international game. In contrast, typical US sports fans who are
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accustomed to seeing traditional uniforms of American sports teams that are uncluttered by advertisements, might well view shirt sponsorships as looking tacky and/or
unprofessional.29 Leagues with a long history of commercial-free jerseys and a relationship with passionate fans might have to further consider fan expectations, while
this might not be a concern for newer leagues and teams.30 We also feel it is critically important to see how non-sports fans view this issue.31 Obtaining the point of
view of non-fans will enable us to see how the population at large views the issue
of sports sponsorship. If leagues like MLS are to grown in popularity, they will
likely have to win over many people who are not currently interested in soccer32
and/or other sports endeavours.
RQ2: Are there some conditions in which different types of sports fans might support
MLS jersey ads?

One aspect of shirt sponsorship that has not received much attention from pundits, owners, marketers or researchers is whether or not fans would approve of jersey ads under certain conditions. There is reason to believe that fans who would
otherwise not be in favour of shirt ads would give their cautioned support to the
practice if it beneﬁtted their favourite team.33 Traditionally in soccer, shirt sponsorship is the most valuable piece of inventory that a team can sell to an advertiser
and is one of the primary sources of revenue for teams. While increased revenues
from shirt sponsorships do not necessarily get passed onto fans, teams could use
the revenues from such ads to counterbalance rising ticket prices, attract and retain
top-quality players and avoid requesting public funds for team facilities. To the
extent that fans were made aware of the end product of shirt advertising, they might
be more (or less) supportive of the practice.
RQ3: Do different types of sports fans feel that the presence of MLS jersey ads inﬂuenced their fan behaviours?

Another aspect of this study was to identify the extent to which people follow
sports media and how this may affect behaviours: if they attend games and/or purchase merchandise. There is a history of research showing that advertising affects different groups’ behaviours. Earnhardt investigated the extent to which fans watched
sports on television could be correlated with their mimicking the antisocial behaviour
shown by many athletes.34 He found that there may be signiﬁcant differences
between casual sports spectators and rabid fans in the types of media they access to
watch sports, including purchasing a greater number of sports speciﬁc TV channels.
Pritchard and Funk studied the extent to which the consumption of sports media
inﬂuenced several aspects of fan behaviour, including whether people went to
game.35 Their ﬁndings suggest that media consumption can often affect the extent to
which people attend games and the team merchandise they purchase. Dalakas and
Levin suggest that fans are more likely to purchase the products and services offered
by sponsors of their favourite teams and may avoid buying items from sponsors of
rival clubs.36 Trail and James developed the Motivational Scale for Sport Consumption that can be used to understand the relationships between sports fans and the
amount and type of mass media they regularly follow.37
RQ4: Do different types of sports fans feel that MLS jersey ads inﬂuence their
attitudes about sponsors?
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Next, this study also sought to identify the extent to which sports fans relate to
sponsors. When studying advertising effects in stock car racing, Gwinner, Larson
and Swanson examined how the perceived ﬁt between the sponsor and the sports
event affected fan attitudes regarding sponsored brands.38 Their study found that
highly identiﬁed fans, who believe the team’s failures and successes are important
in their lives, are more likely to incorporate the brand of a sponsor that is the best
ﬁt with the franchise. In a study of NASCAR fans, Dalakas and Levin found that
corporate sponsorships have the potential to attract and alienate fans based on the
drivers fans support and the nature of the products that each racer endorses.39 While
it makes sense that these patterns of identiﬁcation and inﬂuence might replicate with
MLS fans and sponsors, the question has not yet been examined.
RQ5: Do different types of sports fans feel that MLS is setting a trend other pro sports
leagues in the USA might soon follow?

The ﬁnal question of our study seeks to investigate the proclamations made by
the ‘50-year-old white male sports-talk radio hosts’ about whether or not the MLS
is indeed setting a trend that other American professional sports might be following.40 This question is extremely important because, while the average sports fan
may not have a signiﬁcant emotional investment in such fringe sports as MLS,
these sports fans may well be angered when sponsors’ ads adorn such hallowed jerseys as the New York Yankees or the Pittsburgh Steelers. But if MLS is seen as setting a trend other major sports leagues will follow, then this issue may become very
controversial and high proﬁle. We wanted to determine the extent to which soccer
fans, sports fans and non-fans believe that shirt sponsorships might spread to other
more mainstream professional sports in the USA.
Method
An online survey was developed and distributed to college students who selfidentiﬁed as non-sports fans, sports fans (but not soccer fans) and soccer fans.
Respondents were asked questions about their knowledge and fandom of MLS as
well as a series of Likert-scaled items related to their attitudes about MLS shirt
sponsorship, advertising in other US professional leagues, fan behaviours (attending
games, buying merchandise, etc.) and attitudes about sports sponsors.
College students were chosen as a sample of interest for our study because –
while of course representing a convenience sample – they are indeed a target audience for sports in general and MLS franchises speciﬁcally. For instance, male students at the University of Michigan reported spending eight watch hours during a
typical week watching sports on television.41 This time commitment to watching
sporting events on TV was much greater than the amount of sports television
viewed by female college students in this study. The need to attract college students
to MLS matches is evident in the marketing programmes of several clubs, such as
Real Salt Lake which offers discounted tickets to college students in the region.42
Major League Baseball’s Philadelphia Phillies make it a priority to reach out to college students as part of their strategic marketing programme.43
Participants
After preparing and cleaning the data ﬁle for any missing data, a total of n = 533
participants completed our online survey. About 43% of the respondents (n = 229)
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were male, and almost half of the respondents (47.8%) were freshmen or sophomore college students in South Dakota, New Jersey, Georgia, Pennsylvania and
Texas. Most of the respondents (62.5%) were from middle-income families (annual
household income ranges from $25,000 to 150,000). A majority of the respondents
(84.5%) were Caucasian. More than 45% (45.9%) of the respondents had one TV
set in their college dorms or apartments, while 49.8% of respondents had two or
more TV sets. More than two-thirds of the respondents (71.9%) subscribed to cable
or satellite TV services; among them, <10% (8.1%) paid extra to subscribe to sports
events. Less than one-third of participants (32.1%) still played organized sports in
college, although about half of the respondents (49.9%) played in a soccer league
as a youth. More than a half of the respondents (52.5%) thought that soccer was
exciting in general, but only 35.4% of the respondents described MLS as exciting;
49.8% had no opinion about MLS. Table 2 shows the self-reported fan status
among respondents, this measure was used to create three groups of fans in data
analysis regarding the relative inﬂuence of fandom on our dependent measures.
Procedure
Participants were solicited via email with an invitation to respond to a survey
designed to ‘determine the attitudes of college students about large advertisements
on Major League Soccer uniforms’. After reading an informed consent form, participants responded to a set of demographic questions regarding basic socio-economic
data as well as questions about their media consumption behaviours (both in general
and related to sports). Following this, participants self-selected into three categories
of sports fandom and completed a series of measures related to our RQ. After the
last question, participants were invited to enter a drawing for a free MLS team
jersey of their choice.
Measures
Socio-economic measures
Basic self-report questions measuring participant gender, geographic location,
education, income and ethnicity were asked, along with one question about
television ownership.
Experience with sports
Respondents were asked binary-response questions regarding their involvement in
organized sports as well as whether or not they played soccer as a youth.
Sports fandom
Sports fandom questions were asked in a variety of formats. First, a ﬁlter question
asked respondents to self-identify as non-sports fans, sports fans but not soccer fans
Table 2. Fan status (n = 533).

Not a sports fan
A sports fan, but not a fan of soccer
A soccer fan

Frequency

%

83
256
194

15.57
48.03
36.40
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or soccer fans; this was used for mean comparisons when investigating our RQ.
Respondents were also asked an abbreviated version of the Trail and James sports
consumption scale, with three response items tailored for soccer in general (soccer
is boring, no opinion or soccer is exciting) as well as MLS speciﬁcally.44 Five questions were asked about interest in different soccer leagues, including college and
international soccer using a six-point Likert-type scale.
Fan behaviours
Fan behaviours such as attending soccer games, watching games on television (or
following soccer using other media outlets such as magazines, newspapers or the
Internet) and purchasing soccer-related merchandise were measured using categorical responses. In addition to these self-reported behavioural measures, a series of
ﬁve-item Likert-style questions were asked regarding whether or not respondents
felt that the presence of shirt sponsorships on MLS jerseys would affect their willingness to attend games, follow MLS teams or discuss teams and league action with
friends.
Opinions of/approval of MLS shirt sponsorship
Perhaps the most central questions to our study, respondents were asked a series of
questions related to their response to MLS shirt sponsorships. These questions
related to general impression of MLS jersey ads (are ugly, make the league look
unprofessional, look more like the jerseys worn by international soccer clubs, show
me that corporations think the teams are valuable and set a trend other professional
sports in the USA will follow), conditional acceptance of MLS shirt sponsorships
(if it lowers ticket prices, if it helps my team attract or retain the best players and if
it prevents my team from seeking public funds) and sponsor attitudes (allow me to
identify a team with a product/product with a team, make me more likely to purchase the sponsor’s products or services, make me want to avoid buying the sponsor’s products or services and make me want to learn more about the sponsor, are a
waste of money).
Results
Sports fandom associations
Before examining the relationship between self-reported fan status and opinions
about shirt advertising, we wanted to look at how fan status might inﬂuence various
sports behaviours, such as playing organized sports, past experience playing soccer,
sports media consumption trends and attitudes regarding soccer and MLS. Table 3
shows the results of a series of χ2 tests. While there were no signiﬁcant associations
between the self-reported fan status and respondents’ demographic characteristics,
such as gender, race and family income, signiﬁcant associations were found
between fan status and paid sports TV programme subscriptions (p = .04), current
sports participation (p < .001), past experience playing soccer, (p < .001) and attitudes toward both soccer in general (p < .001) and MLS (p < .001).
We proposed ﬁve RQ designed to gain an understanding of how different sets
of individuals – soccer fans, general sports fans and non-sports fans – might
respond to the presence of shirt advertising on MLS game jerseys. Each of these
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Table 3. χ2 Tests of independence of fan status.
χ2 Statistics

Fan status

Gender
Male
Female
Education
Frosh/soph.
Junior/senior
Graduate
school
Law/medical
school
Household
income
<$25,000
$25,001–
$75,000
$75,001–
$150,000
>$150,000
No answer
Race
AfricanAmerican
Caucasian
Hispanic or
Latin
Asian
Native
American
Other
Number of TV
sets
1
2
3
4
5 or more

Non-sports
fan %

Sports fan
%

Soccer
fan %

Total
sample %

4.88
10.7

20.8
27.2

17.1
19.3

42.8
57.2

7.50
6.38
1.69

22.0
19.5
6.57

18.2
13.7
4.32

47.7
39.6
12.6

n/a

n/a

0.19

4.32
17.3

3.95
11.7

10.53
34.8

2.63

13.4

11.8

27.8

1.69
3.20

4.89
8.27

3.20
5.64

9.77
17.1

0.76

3.40

2.27

6.43

13.4
0.38

40.8
0.95

30.3
1.89

84.5
3.21

0.95
n/a

1.32
0.57

0.95
0.38

3.21
0.95

0.19

0.95

0.57

1.70

Paid sports programme
subscription
No
15.6
Yes
n/a
Currently play organized
sports
No
13.4
Yes
2.26

0.56
21.6
8.82
6.57
10.5

44.5
3.56

2.63
16.7
6.57
3.94
6.57

34.2
2.25

2

5.83

0.05

6

3.00

0.81

8

8.81

0.36

10

7.96

0.63

8

14.51

0.07

2

6.38

0.04

4.32
45.8
17.3
12.4
20.3

94.2
5.82
2

31.4
16.5

23.1
13.3

Prob.

0.19

2.26
5.83

1.13
7.50
1.88
1.88
3.19

df

χ2
value

14.3

.008

67.9
32.1
(Continued)
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Table 3. (Continued).
χ2 Statistics

Fan status
Non-sports
fan %

Soccer
fan %

Total
sample %

Used to play in a Soccer League as a
youth
No
10.4
29.4
Yes
5.09
18.5

10.4
26.2

50.2
49.8

Attitude to soccer in general
Boring
1.32
No opinion
7.75
Exciting
6.62

0.19
3.40
32.9

10.8
36.7
52.6

Opinion about
MLS
Boring
No opinion
Exciting

1.14
10.8
3.61

Sports fan
%

9.26
25.5
13.0

9.49
30.4
7.97

3.98
8.73
23.9

df

χ2
value

Prob.

2

59.2

< .001

4 183.2

< .001

4 128.4

< .001

14.6
49.9
35.5

RQ was examined using analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques to test for
signiﬁcant mean differences across fan groupings on our dependent variables. For
all analyses, scores of 3.00 (no opinion) were removed, thus the degrees of freedom vary from one test to the next; these are footnotes in each ANOVA table.
Effect of shirt advertising on perceptions of MLS
Our ﬁrst research question examined the effect of shirt advertising on perceptions
of the league as a function of fan group. Overall, answers revealed a positive
response toward shirt sponsorship. Respondents did not think that shirt advertisements were ugly (M = 2.26, SD = .838) or unprofessional (M = 2.21, SD = .870), and
reported that the presence of shirt advertisements made the teams look more like
their international counterparts (M = 2.68, SD = .845) and appear more valuable to
corporations (M = 2.90, SD = .765).
Further analysis of the fan groups revealed expected group differences. Soccer
fans were the least likely to perceive the presence of shirts advertisements as unprofessional (M = 2.08, SD = .873) as compared to the other fan groups. Both soccer
fans and general sports fans also felt most strongly that the presence of ads on jerseys made the MLS teams look more like their international counterparts; all of
these differences were signiﬁcant. No signiﬁcant difference was found between different fan groups on opinions of the advertisements as being ugly, F(2, 350) = 1.16,
ns or making the teams appear more valuable, F(2, 359) = 1.78, ns. Table 4 contains
the means, standard deviations, F-test and observed power statistics for each of
these analyses.
Beneﬁts of MLS shirt advertisements
Our second research question examined different conditions under which different
sports fans might approve of MLS shirt advertisements. Overall, we see that
respondents supported the presence of shirt advertisements if it resulted in lower
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Table 4. ANOVA results for the effect of shirt advertising on perceptions of MLS.
M
Ads on MLS
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Ads on MLS
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Ads on MLS
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Ads on MLS
teams4
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans

SD

shirts are ugly1

shirts are unprofessional2

jerseys are more like international soccer3

F

p

η2

1.16 .314 .007
2.20a .866
2.34a .840
2.24a .699
3.44 .033 .017
2.08a .873
2.32b .865
2.25b .838
5.19 .006 .031
2.78a .870
2.67a .801
2.28b .815

jerseys imply corporations see value in

1.78 .170 .010
2.97a .739
2.87a .753
2.74a .871

Note: Different subscripts within groups indicate honest signiﬁcant difference at the p < .05 level or
higher using Tukey HSD method.
1
Degrees of freedom are (2, 350).
2
Degrees of freedom are (2, 390).
3
Degrees of freedom are (2, 329).
4
Degrees of freedom are (2, 359).

ticket prices (M = 3.04, SD = .784), attracting and/or retaining top players (M = 3.04,
SD = .852) and prevented teams from seeking public funds (M = 2.98, SD = .910).
However, only soccer fans felt signiﬁcantly more strongly about each of the three
measures than sports fans and non-fans. Table 5 contains the means, standard
deviations, F-test and observed power statistics for each of these analyses.
Effect of shirt advertising on fan behaviours
Our third research question examined the effect of MLS shirt advertisements on fan
behaviours, such as attending MLS games and watching games on television. Overall, respondents did not feel as if the presence of advertising on MLS jerseys would
entice them to watch games on television (M = 1.68, SD = .745), attend games in
person (M = 1.59, SD = .705), purchase team merchandise (M = 1.85, SD = .830), follow MLS teams in the mainstream media (M = 1.79, SD = .816) or discuss MLS
teams with friends (M = 1.92, SD = .850). Thus, it does not look like the presence of
jersey advertisements has any positive effects on these behaviours. However, it
should be noted that participants in our study did not seem heavily engaged in these
activities; 91% of respondents do not attend MLS games (n = 485), 59% of respondents do not watch games on TV (n = 315), 95% of respondents do not purchase
MLS merchandise (n = 505) and 76% of respondents do not follow MLS in mainstream mass media (n = 406). Finally, although the overall effects are not strong, we
ﬁnd that across all ﬁve fan behaviour measures in our study, soccer fans were more
likely to engage in them as a result of shirt advertisements as compared to sports
fans and non-fans. Table 6 contains the means, standard deviations, F-test and
observed power statistics for each of these analyses.
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Table 5. ANOVA results for the effect of sports fandom on conditional acceptance of MLS
shirt advertising.
M
Lower ticket prices1
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Attract and retain top players2
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Prevent from seeking public funds3
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans

SD

3.21a
2.92b
2.96b

.697
.824
.815

3.25a
2.85b
3.00a,b

.737
.907
.877

3.20a
2.80b
2.85b

.833
.974
.760

F

p

η2

6.35

.002

.032

9.30

.001

.049

7.63

.001

.045

Note: Different subscripts within groups indicate honest signiﬁcant difference at the p < .05 level or
higher using Tukey HSD method.
1
Degrees of freedom are (2, 387).
2
Degrees of freedom are (2, 390).
3
Degrees of freedom are (2, 329).

Table 6. ANOVA results for the effect of sports fandom on fan behaviours.
M
Watch games on TV1
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Go to games in person2
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Buy team merchandise3
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Follow team in the mass media4
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Discuss MLS team with friends5
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans

SD

1.84a
1.56b
1.67b

.781
.692
.753

1.78a
1.45b
1.54b

.730
.642
.743

2.07a
1.71b
1.78b

.861
.767
.848

2.04a
1.64b
1.62b

.864
.752
.741

2.10a
1.77b
1.94a,b

.860
.803
.909

F

p

η2

5.80

.003

.032

8.63

.001

.047

8.15

.001

.043

.001

.056

.004

.031

10.4

5.61

Note: Different subscripts within groups indicate signiﬁcant difference at the p < .05 level or higher
using Tukey HSD method.
1
Degrees of freedom are (2, 357).
2
Degrees of freedom are (2, 353).
3
Degrees of freedom are (2, 364).
4
Degrees of freedom are (2, 356).
5
Degrees of freedom are (2, 356).
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Effect of MLS shirt advertisements on fan’s attitudes toward sponsors
Our fourth research question examined the effect of shirt advertisements on fan’s
attitude toward sponsors, including offering support for the advertiser’s business,
connecting teams with products (and vice versa) and purchasing the advertised
products or services. Overall, respondents felt that MLS jersey advertisements
helped to establish goodwill with the corporate sponsor (M = 2.94, SD = .851) were
slightly more likely to connect a product with a team (M = 2.76, SD = .732) and
connect a team with a product (M = 2.72, SD = .771); however, there did not seem
to be an effect of advertising on purchasing a sponsor’s product or services
(M = 2.27, SD = .860), and respondents disagreed slightly that the presence of ads
would prevent purchasing products or services (M = 1.99, SD = .817). Respondents
felt slightly that ads on MLS jerseys would increase information-seeking behaviours about sponsors (M = 2.37, SD = .824). However, none of these opinions
differed signiﬁcantly as a result of sports fandom groupings. Table 7 contains the
means, standard deviations, F-test and observed power statistics for each of these
analyses.

Table 7. ANOVA results for the effect of sports fandom on fan behaviors.

Advertiser goodwill1
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Identify a product with a team2
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Identify a team with a product3
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Purchase advertised products/services4
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Avoid purchasing products/services5
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans
Information seeking about sponsors6
Soccer fans
Sports fans
Non-fans

M

SD

3.05a
2.83a
2.96a

.834
.893
.721

2.78a
2.73a
2.84a

.726
.752
.682

2.67a
2.72a
2.86a

.777
.772
.749

2.36a
2.17a
2.35a

.844
.845
.926

1.97a
2.00a
1.98a

.839
.801
.821

2.44a
2.28a
2.48a

.811
.834
.809

η2

F

p

2.56

.079

.015

.577

.003

1.27

.283

.006

1.94

.145

.011

.953

.000

.158

.011

.550

.048

1.85

Note: Different subscripts within groups indicate honest signiﬁcant difference at the p < .05 level or
higher using Tukey HSD method.
1
Degrees of freedom are (2, 347).
2
Degrees of freedom are (2, 404).
3
Degrees of freedom are (2, 406).
4
Degrees of freedom are (2, 349).
5
Degrees of freedom are (2, 347).
6
Degrees of freedom are (2, 348).
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Effect of MLS shirt advertisements on acceptance of shirt advertising in other
professional sports
Our ﬁnal research question examined whether or not the presence of shirt advertisements in MLS might affect people’s perceptions of allowing such ads on other
major professional sports in the USA. Overall, respondents agreed slightly that
MLS jersey advertisements were setting a trend for other professionals to follow,
M = 2.61, SD = .877; moreover, a signiﬁcant difference was found between different
types of fans, F(2, 357) = 3.22, p = .041 and η2 = .018. Non-sport fans were most
likely to think that a trend was being set (M = 2.85, SD = .85) followed in order by
soccer fans (M = 2.65, SD = .877) and sports fans (M = 2.51, SD = .884), although
the latter two groups did not differ signiﬁcantly from one another.
Discussion
Our study was designed to take an exploratory look at how different self-reported
classiﬁcations of sports fans felt about the emergence of shirt sponsorship in
American professional sports. We examined how fans and non-fans alike were
responding to the presence of jersey advertisements in MLS, and whether or not
fans felt these ads would inﬂuence their perceptions of MLS and its advertisers.
Shirt sponsorship’s effects on perceptions of sport(s)
Despite the warnings of sports pundits, there does not seem to be a perception that
MLS shirt sponsorships are having a negative impact on the league’s public perception. Respondents in our study did not agree that soccer jersey ads made the MLS
look ugly or unprofessional. In fact, respondents were more likely to have a favourable opinion of shirt advertisements if they resulted in lower ticket prices and
helped MLS teams attract and/or retain top players, and they thought that the ads
made MLS teams look more like their international counterparts. For all of these
measures, soccer fans felt most strongly about each.
In terms of speciﬁc fan behaviours, respondents did not feel that shirt advertising would have any positive effect on their willingness to attend MLS games or
watch them on television, purchasing team merchandise or discuss MLS news and
events with friends. At the same time, few of our respondents actually engaged in
these behaviours as is so we caution against any generalizations about these results.
The majority of our respondents came from areas of the USA that do not currently
have an MLS franchise. As team proximity is known to be a major element of
establishing fandom, it is not surprising that even our most fervent sports and soccer fans were not engaging in many of the fan behaviours measured in this study.45
We also wanted to investigate whether or not respondents felt that MLS was
starting a trend that other US sports leagues might follow as has been suggested by
many sports writers. In fact, there did seem to be a slight perception that MLS shirt
sponsorships might catch on with other leagues; non-sports fans felt most strongly
about this. However, it should be noted that our question did not investigate speciﬁc
US sports leagues, nor did we obtain data about respondents’ fandom associated
with different sports.
Shirt sponsorship’s effects on perceptions of MLS sponsors
Beyond fan reactions to MLS shirt sponsorships, our study was also interested in
whether or not these sponsorships would affect how fans perceived MLS sponsors
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themselves. Overall, respondents expressed feelings that the presence of shirt advertisements made the league and its teams appear to be more valuable to corporations.
Respondents also felt that shirt sponsors help them establish goodwill with corporate sponsors, and helped them connect products to teams and vice versa. However,
it remains unclear as to whether or not the presence of shirt ads has a perceptible
inﬂuence on actual purchasing behaviour. While respondents did not feel that shirt
ads would prevent them from purchasing advertised products or services, they
express some agreement that the ads would result in more information-seeking
about sponsors.
Limitations
While our data provide some exploratory insights into how sports fans and non-fans
are responding to the presence of shirt sponsorships in MLS, the study has some
limitations that should be noted and addressed in future research. These limitations
are related to theoretical and measurement issues as well as sample demographics;
each is outlined below.
Theoretical limitations
As an exploratory study, this survey was designed as a ‘litmus test’ in hopes that
emergent patterns and relationships could be identiﬁed in our sample. For example,
the fact that we observed many signiﬁcant differences between self-identiﬁed fan
groups leads us to believe that fan identiﬁcation plays a major role in how fans
might respond to shirt sponsorships. In fact, measures of sports fandom46 and team
identity47 as well as sport interest inventories48 might be employed to provide a
more intimate look into the speciﬁc mechanics of sports fandom, and how shirt
sponsorship might play a role in this process. In terms of effects on advertisers, one
might employ the literature related to how fans tend to ‘bask in the reﬂected
glory’49 when their teams wins or ‘cut off the reﬂected failure’ when their team
loses.50 One area of particular interest to us is the construct of fan avidity, explained
by DeSarbo as ‘the level of interest, involvement, passion, and loyalty a fan exhibits to a particular sports entity’.51 DeSarbo suggests that understanding avidity is
essential for sports organizations because avid fans are passionate follows of a team
and its sponsors and often spend more money, time and effort in following their
favourite clubs.52 Moreover, the fan avidity approach differs somewhat from other
approaches on sports fandom in that it is speciﬁcally designed to explain how sports
fans show their fandom more so than how they become fans. This distinction is
applicable to our research interests because it suggests that avid sports fans might
express their fandom of MLS teams by purchasing sponsors’ products, such is the
case in NASCAR.53 Thus, future research should include more sophisticated
measures of sports fandom so that hypothetical relationships between fandom and
shirt sponsors can be tested.
Sample limitations
Respondents for this survey were a convenience sample comprised largely of
college-aged students, and some of whom were not located in or near major MLS
markets. While we are conﬁdent that our study still contained a large cross-section
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of sports and soccer fans as represented by our descriptive statistics, we
acknowledge that this sample is but a small portion of the larger US sport fan base.
However, the lack of representation from MLS markets in our sample conﬁrms the
MLS Commissioner Don Garber’s comments, that is, ‘We’re not trying to create
soccer fans. We’re trying to convert soccer fans into fans of MLS’.54 This low prevalence of fan behaviours (i.e. about 10% of our sample attended MLS games and
only about 40% watched MLS games on television) suggests that our respondents –
while many self-identiﬁed as soccer fans – were not necessarily fans of a particular
MLS franchise. Replication of this research should carefully consider a broader
cross-section of sports fans and make careful efforts to include respondents from
MLS markets.
Conclusion
This exploratory study is one of the ﬁrst efforts to examine the attitudes of the
American public related to advertising and sponsorship on the uniforms of professional sports teams. Despite its limitations, the study provides insights regarding the
extent to which different fan groups accept (or not) large ads on the game jerseys
of a major professional sports league, The study offers new perspectives about how
non-fans, soccer fans and sports fans view these concerns. This survey provides a
starting point to explore and discuss shirt sponsorship in American team professional sports – an issue that will be more prominently discussed as commercialism
creeps further in the sports landscape.
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